Normalized Total Gradient: A New Measure for Multispectral Image Registration.
Image registration is a fundamental issue in multispectral image processing, and is challenged by two main characteristics of multispectral images. First, the regional intensities can be essentially different between band images. Second, the local contrasts of two difference band images are inconsistent or even reversed. Conventional measures can align images with different regional intensity levels, but may fail in the circumstance of severe local intensity variation. In this paper, a new measure called normalized total gradient is proposed for multispectral image registration. The measure is based on the key assumption (observation) that the gradient of the difference between two aligned band images is sparser than that between two misaligned ones. A registration framework, which incorporates image pyramid and global/local optimization, is further introduced for affine transform. Experimental results validate that the proposed method is not only effective for multispectral image registration, but also applicable to general unimodal/multimodal image registration tasks. It performs better than or comparable to the existing methods, both quantitatively and qualitatively.